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0.1 Picture of the group of objects 

Depicted item: Six residential buildings in Zvezdara  
source: personl item, taken from the perspective of buildings in Rudo settlement in Konjarnik 
(Photo taken by Dragana Mecanov, processed by Aleksandar Vukicevic).  
date: April, 2014.  
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1.  Identity of the group of buildings  
 
1.1 

 
current name of building : six residential buildings in Zvezdara 
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1.2 variant or former name/ original name:   4 
1.3 variant or former name: Vjekoslava Kovača Str. no. 8-10-12-14-16-18. 5 
1.4 town: Belgrade 6 
1.5 province/state: Zvezdara 7 
1.6 zip code: 11.050 8 
1.7 country: Republic of Serbia (former FNRY) 9 
1.8 national grid reference: 44.793345; 20.508145 (GoogleEarth) 10 
1.9 classification/typology: residential buildings 11 
1.10 protection status & date: It is not protected.  12 
   
2 History of building  
 
2.1 

 
Original brief/purpose:  
Six residential buildings in Zvezdara 
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2.2 dates: commission/completion:  
1953-1955. 
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2.3 architectural and other designers:   
Ivan Antić, Studies office, GP„Rad“, construction – Milutin Jerotijevic.  
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2.4 others associated with building:  
- 
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2.5 significant alterations with dates:  
-  
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2.6 current use:  
Housing 
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2.7 current condition:  
There is some roof leaking in certain parts. Those positions need to be fixed as well as 
does hydroisolation of other roof parts. The facade cover is damaged in some parts, 
while all the six buildings have tranpsarents and grafitti on the facades which have to 
be removed. Residents of certain appartments have done some repairs and changes 
of the windows, so these are not equal any more, which diminishes aesthetic 
component of object. 
The condition of the construction is satisfying.   
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3 Description  
 
3.1 

 
General description:  
During the 50s of the XX century, in the war- devastated Belgrade, as well as before it, 
high residential buildings were not a common view in Belgrade, in any part of it. In 
addition, in the street which was believed to be the longest in the town – the Boulevard 
of Revolution (now, Boulevard of King Aleksandar), the construction fond which was 
present included modern buildings at the beginning of the Boulevard together with 
ground- floor houses whch were mostly ruins. Given the frequency of the street, from 
the current perspective we can say that this location should have- in any case- 
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included only the buildings which would be much better ranked, regarding its quality 
and fineness.  
Ivan Antić designed the first high residential skyscrapers in the Boulevard, each having 
twelve floors, koji which are significant even for a fact that they could not have been 
overcome neither in the segment of disposition, nor construction, nor architecture. nisu 
bili prevaziđeni ni dispozicijom, ni konstrukcijom, a ni arhitekturom u pogledu likovnosti. 
Even today, when taken from various perspectives, these towers dominate the part of 
Belgrade they are located in. 
In a retrospective analysis of their characteristics it is pointed out that they are based 
on a very firm foundation, constructed by the system of transverse walls of the same 
proportions. This specificality is here seen as a positive value. Besides, functionality of 
the apartments is enriched with additional contents as are separate rooms- – 
wardrobe, dinning room which is separated from the kitchen and is set in the center of 
the apartment with direct light, so the other rooms are surrounding it. Also, the quality 
of the apartments represents the possibility of adaptation, that is, changing the 
purpose of the rooms in accordance to the needs of the user.  
User values reached in the construction of objects are the following: sex buildings with 
ten floors each with the residential purpose of fifty- eight appartments. Out of the 
whole, 48 appartmsnts of 69 m2, and ten of 22,80 m2. Total 3.540 m2 of net residential 
area per building. 
Total- in six buildings there are 348 apartments, of 21.240 m2. 
 

3.2 Construction: 
The construction system of all the six buildings has been made in armature concrete in 
method of sliding formwork. The concrete walls are covered in specific panel brick as 
well as vertcal lines of red clay brick. As final touch, arch. Ivan Antic chose the wrinkled 
shape of the roof, which will, meanwhile, become his hallmark when it comes to 
residential architecture. 
Important role in the phase of designing and in the phase of the realization of building 
in industrialized prefabricated materials- besides architects- has the contruction 
engineers, which took a great part in forming the constructive elements of the system, 
in a way that they contributed to formation of architecture of modernism, the way we 
know it and recognize it today. Withou their professional knowledge, mass realizations 
would certainly not be possible. Among them, one that is important to mention is 
certainly Milutin Jerotijevic, who is stated as the constructor, and is often related to the 
system of sliding formworks, which was getting more frequent, back then. Later, the 
system shall be used in realization of four buildings in Ruzveltova Street 45–49. Milutin 
Jerotijevic also contributed a lot to realization of the three towers  „Rudo“ on Konjarnik, 
also known as the Eastern Gates of Belgrade, which dominate- in their height- that part 
of Belgrade, which was- statically and onstructively- a great challenge and 
achivement for construction engineers.  
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3.3 Context: 
Professional context 
In 1948. there was a political break- up with USSR. The event had a direct impact on 
many of the related matters and tendecies. Thanks to the following political and social- 
economic changes in the country, development of minor architecture companies and 
offices which directed the later development of architecture in Yugoslavia was 
enabled. In Belgrade, the offices which were pointed out due to their quality and 
number of the projects realized were: „Stadion“ (in which Mihajlo Jankovic and Irena 
Roganovic worked), „Projektbiro“ (in which architects Jovanka Jeftanovic, Mihajlo 
Mitrovic and Radivoje Tomic worked), then atelliers „Arkon“, „Atrium“, „Lik“, „Obelisk“, 
„Projekt“, „Osnova“, „Plan“, „Srbijaprojekt“ – previously Projects Institute of Serbia 
(important for its great number of realized projects after WWII) and many others. 
Besides, larger companies were in function such as „Rad“, „Ratko Mitrović“, 
„Energoprojekt“, „Mašinoprojekt“, „Napred“, „Investprojekt“ etc. An importamt 
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professional meeting was bilo je The First Council of Architects and Urban designers of 
FNR Yugoslavia in 1950. godine, and it practically overlapped with the turning point in 
the development of Yugoslav architecture caused by good political condition in the 
country. After the political break- up with USSR, the atmosphere in which FNRY was 
such that it was more and more released from external political influence bila sve 
rasterećenija od spoljnih političkih pritisaka. It included a certain political 
independence as well, getting the commerce stronger and, in a way, democratizaion 
of the society. On the other hand, the concequences of war damage were greatly 
fixed, ali but the lack in appartments remained main problem. That was the reason why 
cheap and not qualitative appartments were built. However, on the First Council of 
Yugoslav Architects in 1950 appeared the ideas which were initiating the break- up 
with the spirit of collectivism (very specific for USSR), and endless repetition of 
architecture of uniformed shapes and spatial architecture. On the Council in 
Dubrovnik, in which  Mihajlo Mitrovic, Leon Kabiljo, Ivo Kurtovic took part, the idea of so 
called author- architecture was conceived. Later, it shall be seen that the architecture 
of an author is merely present in the work of Mihajlo Mitrovic, Miroslav Jovanovic and 
especially Ivan Antic. In addition, the 50s in te domestic art scene acknowledge some 
authors which are thought to have made a great impact in their  art areas. In every 
area of art and culture great ideas appeared as well as works which gave certain 
quality, which inevitably spoke of the period i twas created in. In such an atmosphere, 
architecture and construction were somewhat released from ideologic limitations, 
though more detailed analysis gives the insight into their presence. The term of author- 
architecture is important for the problem of value of contruction inheritage. According 
to writing of PhD.Prof.  Aleksandar Kadijevic, in monographie on arch. Mihajlo Mitrovic, 
every environment in Yugoslavia had few architects whom can be seen as the 
representatives of author- architecture. In Ljubljana it was prof. arch. Edvard Ravnikar, 
in Zagreb Vladimir Turina, in Sarajevo Juraj Najdhart, in Belgrade Nikola Dobrovic, etc... 
Besides Nikola Dobrovic, a prior of avangard in Serbian architecture were the authors 
formed in the pre- war period – Milorad Macura, Vladeta Maksimovic, Milorad Pantovic 
and Ratomir Bogojevic, while the founders of Belgrade school were author arhitects 
from the middle 50s as Aleksej Brkic and Bogdan Bogdanovic. They were- at the end of 
60s and beginning of 70s- accompanied by Ivan Antic, Mihajlo Mitrovic, Miroslav 
Jovanovic, Ivo Kurtovic and Ugljesa Bogunovic. During 50s, a great improvement in all 
the segments of economic and cultural improvement becomes obvious, as it is in the 
construction science. One of the important elements was decentralization of work of 
architecture and urban institutes, since it created the possibility of unformation of 
bigger institutes into smaller atteliers, while the beginning of 1953 made possibile the 
design projects to be given based on narrower, public and invited competition. The 
First Yugoslav Council on Residential Construction and City Residence was organized 
and took place in Ljubljana. The goal was solving of the complex matters in residential 
construction and residences. In order to accomplish such a complex mission, gradually 
solve the lack of residences as well as the construction of them with accordance to the 
needs – it was necessary to include all the experts from the area. The Council 
confirmed major lack of the residences in the cities and bigger places. The lack was a 
heritage of the past events which was even made worse by war destruction. Even with 
ten years of constructing 102.000 new apartments in post- war Yugoslavia, the lack of 
residence space was still an issue. Namely, on one hand the fast industrialization of 
country lead to great gross in city population, while on the other hand it was impossible 
to achieve a greater range of apartments due to insufficient economic development. 
Then, total social production did not provide a greater number of apartments 
construction, in particular due to lack in construction material production, as well as 
old- fashioned way of building construction and various other weaknesses in 
organization of residential construction.  
From that moment on, as stated, the tendencies for opening author offices appear, 
not only in Belgrade. Author offices made an achievement in the domain of residential 
architecture. The development of the offices, in current research and historical studies, 
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is related to appearance of Belgrade author residential construction school. The office 
for the studies, however, differed from the offices, in the nature of its work and the way 
of its functioning as well. 
 
Technological context 
During the end of 50s of the XX century, Yugoslavia was still dominated by traditional 
way of construction in reference to prefabricated and semi- prefabricated buildings. 
Abroad, several countries in which industrialized construction was applied, engineers 
noticed that these projects are large ones, with approximately 1.000, often even more 
detailed drafts, which were often made with participation of a big team and would 
take few years. Many variants were made, rangers and rasters were made in a parelle 
way in several different systems. Such a project, which represented the result of the 
work by a big team, of a  long- term, studing, analytical and research character, given 
that it could not be financied in a common way, for most of project organizations and 
investors it was unaffordable. Hence, construction company „Rad“, which solved this 
matter on time, made decision, which is seen as brave even today – on founding and 
financing the Office for studies. 
The essence was the possibility to check the project in industrialized system by 
realization on a prototype construction. It is a common fact that such a project is 
expensive, in segment of industry, and thus brings the profit only in series. Depending on 
the project, kada when it comes to series, it is reffered to 500 appartments per year, 
continuosly for four years. However, this was not the case with construction, since the 
regulations back then had no refference to it. Also, one of the problem was unknown 
factor, that is, undefined relations – who could and should pay the costs, additional 
price proto between prototype and classic common price. Those were long- term 
investments, accumulations and separations of the experts. They requested great 
changes in financing of residential construction, position of the investor as the buyer, 
accumulation of construction and construction industry.  
Great difference between project for industrial consruction and project for traditional 
construction is in the method of project- technique documentation –in the steps of the 
construction taken. In traditional, classic project offices first step was the concept idea, 
the solution, and the project was developed into details, as it is today. In the project for 
industrial construction, details were the first step and the nit would move to 
architecture shaping. Of course, the pre- condition was project task, that is, solving of 
the project and architecture concept. In projecting, industrial solutions were also used 
with all the characteristics of a rent series, tipical element of the project, multiple use, 
etc. That is why the systems were in focus. Typical project was meant only for the 
systems. Elements and constructions of the systems were used to make the most various 
architecture forms, with economic value of a great series (as well as the advantage of 
making the new project from already made parts of the project). The advantages 
were seen after first detailed project which was named to be the basic project of the 
system. The following project, which could be different in the capability and basis for it, 
would be finished much more quickly, since only in a typical elements were included. 
The emphasis was alwaysom the elements of the projects which contained most 
complicated cratfwork, since they were the first to be industrialized. Analogue to that, 
project of the elements were compatible to various projects of the same or similar 
system. 
 
Urban context 
In the period when residential buildings in Zvezdara were planned and designed, 
Boulevard of Revolution was the longest street in Yugoslavia (FNRY). Its direct 
surrounding consisted of ground-floor houses, for uni- family residence. Sport and 
recreation centre which is there today was not made back then. There were also 
several units of public function, like local centre of municipality and local greenmarket. 
Vjekoslava Kovača Street in which the buildings are is set paralelle to and is related to 
the Boulevard. In level segment, it is higher than the Boulevard and the other 
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constructed parts of Belgrade.  
    
4 Evaluation  

4.1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Technical evalution: 
As first realized residential complex in former Yugoslavia, they were the challenge for 
the engineers. These were one of the first buildings to be constructed in the sliding 
formwork system. 
It is important to mention – what is included in the project for industrial construction. 
Project – (the book of architecture and construction project) meant for the industrial 
construction- included following: 
Notebook 1 – details of the elements. 
Notebooks 2 –plans set of elements and structures in the grounds and sections. 
Notebooks 3 – architectural plans of sections and facades.  
Notebooks 4 – textual part – descriptions of work, mechanization, organization of 
construction site; analysis of the elements price, transport and installation; including 
objects and accounting. 
Notebook 5 – project organization of production and incorporation of project 
machinery of production and embedding.  
Notebook 6 – budget estimation. 
This shows- in engineer and technical- technological perspective- that the projects 
were inovative, and that their preparation was conceptually made, from common 
preparation back then regarding project- technical documentation for buildings made 
in traditional ways. ` 
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4.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Social value: 
The development of large construction companies and design offices in the former 
Yugoslavia is related to the development of mass housing in the second half of the XX 
century and solving housing problems of the working class. Although much earlier than 
the Bureau of Studies was established in the first half of the fifties, principles and 
postulates of what the bureau should develop and realize found their origin in 
theoretical works of Le Corbusier (Charles-Edouard Jeanneret-Gris Le Corbusier) and its 
definition as a home machines for living. 
As a social value identified there is also a parallel role and share of the Bureau study is 
a large company "Rad" and author architect Ivan Antic.  
Bureau of Studies has worked on the development of this project. Here arises another 
topic that helps shedding light on the knowledge of the activities of the Bureau - the 
relationship between the author architect Ivan Antic and project office, the mutual 
influences, compromises and solutions. To what extent is the author's solution, what 
type it is? Are copyright and type opposed? Can it work in what way? The answer to 
these questions lies in the systems of large enterprises and design companies. It is 
known that Ivan Antic and Ivanka Raspopovic durong fifties were employed in the 
company "Rad", since 1957 when they become engaged in the Faculty of 
Architecture, University of Belgrade. Apart from that, it is not uncommon to large 
enterprises to promote their authors architects, although they had the great works of 
reference. One of the interpretations of such systems lies in fostering a spirit of 
collectivism and setting i.e. constructing a dichotomy in the evaluation of modesty 
opposed to self-promotion. Reference of these protagonists of modernism, unlike the 
author references of the Belgrade school housing construction, the publications have 
been promoted to a lesser extent. That theme is touched by the architect and 
researcher Jelica Jovanović and is referred to as "mysterious lady of our modern", 
published in the series of articles devoted to women in architecture. Where end 
buildings by Ivan Antic, where starts the Bureau? The answer is simple - everything is 
done as a team. Where negotiated duties and responsibilities happen, compromises 
were made jointly. 
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4.3 
 
 
 
 
 

Kulturna i estetska vrednost: 
Kulturna i estetska vrednost nije dominanta, ali je umesto nje važno pomenuti repernu, 
tj. ambijentalnu vrednost ovih stambenih kula. One su dominantne u ovom delu 
Beograda, njihovo mikrookruženje je pažljivo rešeno i uklopljeno u kontekst. 
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4.4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Istorijska vrednost: 
Istorijska vrednost ogleda se u činjenici da su ovo prve realizovane stambene kule u 
nekadašnjoj Jugoslaviji!  
(Mecanov, D. (2015), Prostorna organizacija stambenih zgrada građenih u Beogradu u 
prefabrikovanim industrijalizovanim sistemima, doktorska disertacija, Arhitektonski 
fakultet Univerziteta u Beogradu) 
Sa stanovišta istoriografije, moguće je primetiti elemente koje danas istraživači pripisuju 
i ocenjuju kao karakteristike beogradske autorske škole stanogradnje. To je pre svega 
specifična funkcionalna i prostorna organizacija osnove stana. Organizacija stanova je 
osmišljena tako da su svi stanovi na etaži u okviru arhitektonskog sklopa identični, s tim 
da su orijentisani na različite načine i strane sveta. Odnos kuhinjsko-kupatilskog bloka je 
organizovan bliže ulaznoj zoni. Odnos prema koncepciji beogradskog stana ostvaruje 
se i prepoznaje kroz organizaciju središnje sobe i trpezarije u zoni proširene 
komunikacije. 
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4.5 General assessment: 
There are several criteria upon which the six buildings of arch. Ivan Antić can be 
affirmatively valued. These are:  

 technological, technical and construction value 
 urban and ambient value; innovation 
 relation towards tradition; 
 international value; 
 values of local type and  
 eventual and artistic formative values  
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